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What’s Cooking?

Youth Services

Picture Books
E/Fiction
Anderson

Ten Hungry Pigs by Derek Anderson
In this rhyming, counting book, ten pigs build a very strange sandwich, until a wolf comes
along and sends them running.

E/Fiction
Carle

Pancakes, Pancakes! by Eric Carle
Jack starts from scratch, even cutting and grinding the flour, to help make his breakfast.

E/Fiction
Dodds

Minnie’s Diner: a multiplying menu by Dayle Ann Dodds
Rhyming tale of five boys and their father who forget about their chores on the farm to enjoy
Minnie's good cooking, each requesting double of what the previous one ordered.

E/Fiction
Fleming

Clever Jack Takes the Cake by Candace Fleming
A poor boy named Jack struggles to deliver a birthday present worthy of the princess.

E/Fiction
Freymann

Food for Thought by Saxton Freymann
Uses bright photographs of fruit and vegetables shaped like animals and simple labels to
teach toddlers shapes, colors, numbers, letters, and opposites.

E/Fiction
Kann

Pinkalicious and the Pink Drink by Victoria Kann
Pinkalicious has an idea that is pinkerrific-a pink lemonade stand! Before Pinkalicious can
start selling her lemonade, she has to figure out how to make it.

E/Fiction
Karas

On The Farm, At The Market by G. Brian Karas
Farm workers busily prepare, and set up stands at the market in preparation for shoppers.
Amy, the baker at the Busy Bee Café, has a very special meal in mind. Later, all the
farmers show up at the café to enjoy the results.

E/Fiction
Lass

Who Took the Cookies from the Cookie Jar? by Bonnie Lass
A raccoon tries to find out which of his animal friends stole the cookies.

E/Fiction
Lipson

Applesauce Season by Eden Ross Lipson
In an urban setting, the story of how a family gets together to cook apples for applesauce.
Includes a recipe for applesauce, to help you create your own traditions.

E/Fiction
Lordon

Lorenzo: The Pizza Loving Lobster by Claire Lordon
Lorenzo loves pizza, but can't make his own until he remembers what it's made of.
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E/Fiction
Park

Bee-bim bop! by Linda Sue Park
A child helps with the shopping, food preparation, and table setting for a favorite meal.

E/Fiction
Rey

Curious George and the Pizza Party by Margaret and H.A. Rey / Cynthia Platt
Curious George is invited to a pizza party. The guests get to make their own pizza. Can the
party survive George's mess?

E/Fiction
Reynolds

Chicks and Salsa by Aaron Reynolds
Soon after the chickens tire of their feed and decide to make tortilla chips and salsa, all the
other animals on the farm start to crave southwestern cuisine.

E/Fiction
Rosenthal

Little Pea by Amy Krouse Rosenthal
Little Pea hates eating candy for dinner, but his parents will not let him have his spinach
dessert until he cleans his plate.

E/Fiction
Steig

Pete’s a Pizza! by William Steig
What do you do when Pete's in a bad mood? When it is raining and he cannot go out and
play? Turn him into a pizza, of course!

E/Fiction
Urbanovic

Duck Soup by Jackie Urbanovic
Maxwell Duck is inventing a soup that he will be remembered for. He goes out to look for
a missing ingredient. His friends show up and think he has fallen into the soup.

E/Fiction
Wellington

Crepes by Suzette by Monica Wellington
Suzette sells a variety of her crepes, French pancakes, from the street cart she takes all
over Paris. Includes a recipe and a short glossary of French words used.

E/Fiction
Weston

Hey, Pancakes! by Tamson Weston
A bad day improves when the smell of pancakes draws a family together for a feast.

E/Fiction
Wilson

The Cow Loves Cookies by Karma Wilson
While other animals on the farm enjoy eating their regular food, the cow chooses to eat the
one thing that she loves best.

Easy Reader/
Holub

The Pizza That We Made by Joan Holub
Three young cooks have fun making their own pizza, and eating hot slices!

Easy Reader/
Manushkin

Katie in the Kitchen by Fran Manushkin
Katie wants to be helpful, and so she starts making dinner on her own.
Visit our Nonfiction section for kid friendly cookbooks in J/641.

